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As Tarnished, a grim and hardened warrior, you wield the Might of a powerful guild in order to challenge the lords of the Elden Ring. Each of the 16 Elden Lords rules a town. These lords will appear in random order, creating a dynamic gameplay where you are forced to learn to anticipate their play style as you head towards the royal city of Gloord.
As you advance from town to town, you will continuously play the games of fortune where your luck and more importantly your strength will be tested. Strategically select battles that will yield better results. Increase your strength to battle the lords, learning their play style and combat patterns while you are on the march. Be careful, though, as
failure to negotiate on time or remain undefeated while attacking could lead to your demise. You will meet a variety of players that are facing the same dangers in the same lands, and you will be able to connect with others to share your thoughts and experiences. 1. Create your own character Select the type of character you want to create:
Warrior, Magic User, Tank, or Support. Warrior Specializes in physical combat. Specializes in physical combat. Magic User Specializes in the use of magic. Specializes in the use of magic. Tank Specializes in attacking at a distance. Specializes in attacking at a distance. Support Specializes in helping the other characters. Warrior Option 1 – Warrior
Choose the appearance of your character, and you can also choose your weapons. Option 1 – Warrior – Choose the appearance of your character, and you can also choose your weapons. Option 2 – Magic User – Specializes in the use of magic, and you can select one of the four types of magic. Option 2 – Magic User – Specializes in the use of magic,
and you can select one of the four types of magic. Option 3 – Tank – Specializes in attacking at a distance, and you can select a class of weapon. Option 3 – Tank – Specializes in attacking at a distance, and you can select a class of weapon. Option 4 – Support – Specializes in helping other characters, and you can select one of the five classes of
weapons. Option 4 – Support – Specializes in helping other characters, and you can select one of the five classes of weapons. Type Roster – Choose which weapons you want to use.

Elden Ring Features Key:
Much More The adaptation of a fantasy setting, character customization, and depth, coupled with intense action gameplay, provide a deep sense of satisfaction.
Customization Customize your character to your liking; you can freely combine your equipment and create your own look.
Grace Equip a grace, or "Gift of God," that grants you the bonus of movements that you cannot make with your own body.
Innate Ability The ability to power up your Determination continuously with the use of your grace.
Perk Points The points required to improve your characters to unlock new potentials using the Perk Points.*
Ming and Ji Forms of collectible items that you collect during the play process.
Hunting Ground Hunting grounds that allow you to find clues to the mystery in the Lands Between.

Elden Ring Key differences to prior versions:

New systems that bring fresh desires and quests to the game.
New graphics with a smooth, vivid visual.
Improved animation, sound quality, and various modifications.
Added horror and comedy elements.

Introduction to ELDEN RING
The excited anticipation of the community for the Elden Ring fantasy action RPG has kept us heads down working on a bunch of new stuff. It's time we got our hands dirty.

Ginny and Torrance have been faithfully working on the set up and promotion of The Elden Ring, but we're ready to take this project up a notch. We're happy to announce that near-complete chapter one is almost ready for the final patch. Soon, we'll be releasing a big update for update 0.4. Please expect a closed beta of update 0.5 in the next few weeks,
and when the beta is over we will release update 0.6 in a matter of weeks. And before that, we will be releasing a patch after the closed beta.

Work on Chapter Two will commence next. The stories inspired by Chapter One are so awesome, we're already planning on raising Chapter Two's difficulty level higher to prepare the characters 
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************************************************************************* Elden Ring (Nintendo Switch) Nintendo Switch Version Include: ・Director's Cut, Chapter 6 added ・Update on 11.8.2017 to match the latest Nintendo version Following the story of the Elden Ring, the player will explore the Lands Between and craft their own weapons, armor, and magic
to battle the three races; Human, Elden, and Orc. The player can customize their character by freely combining weapons, armor, and magic and discover the greatness in both humans and orcs. ************************************************************************* The Game of Wishes (Nintendo Switch) Nintendo Switch Version Include: ・Update on
11.8.2017 to match the latest Nintendo version A new story where the most popular game in the world, “The Game of Wishes” appears! Kazuto gets to see his beloved hero, Shin Koi Magician, the King of Infinity. He and friends also get to adventure in “The Game of Wishes” in the Steel Sky, a role-playing game. The new story continues well into the next
chapter of Shin Koi Magician, the protagonist of Steel Sky. The Game of Wishes (3D) (Nintendo Switch) The Day of Departure (Nintendo Switch) Nintendo Switch Version Include: ・Update on 11.8.2017 to match the latest Nintendo version A small island exists in the midst of a greater ocean in bff6bb2d33
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ESCAPE THE CHAOS WHILE WANDERING AROUND THE LAND • Experience a dynamic and ever-changing landscape As you explore the Lands Between, you will encounter a variety of people, monsters, and objects. You can freely move around and interact with them. When you defeat an enemy and plunder the goods that the enemy possesses, it will be
added to your inventory. Goods will be used to create new weapons and armor, and you will be able to freely modify your equipment. • Although players have been dropped in a random location, the map is full of a variety of people, monsters, and objects. As you wander, you’ll sometimes encounter someone else. In addition to merchants and enemies,
NPC helpers that assist players will appear frequently. They are more often than not essential to the gameplay. • An Epic Online World with numerous NPCs There are various types of NPCs in the Lands Between. Depending on their status, they can help or hinder the player, and they’ll frequently talk to one another. Interaction can also be established
between the player and these NPCs in a variety of ways. • Make Friends Among the Tainted There are various kinds of people in the Lands Between who are tainted. This means that they are enemies of the player. Depending on the intentions of the person, they will behave differently. You can exchange goods and items with them, and you can attempt to
coerce them. • It is a Game of Thought and Action The various actions of the people and the situation around you will determine what happens. You’ll have to think of how to overcome the challenges and make the most of your decisions. ENJOY THE REMARKABLE FEATURES NEW FEATURE: Loot Boxes The game features a new feature called Loot Boxes.
Loot Boxes contain rare and valuable items. Use the Loot Boxes to obtain powerful items. NPCs will appear by themselves, or they can be uncovered by traveling to various locations. Rarity of the Loot Boxes will vary from location to location. If a Loot Box is opened, the contents will be added to your inventory. Use the Loot Boxes or the currency acquired
by obtaining superior items from the NPC’s to create items that cannot be crafted. The higher the rarity, the more items will be included. Note: Loot boxes will not be available in the Beginner and New Players’ mode

What's new:

◆Game Features 

◆Character Customization Choose from 100 out of 18 types of iconic characters and customize the appearance, equipment, and weapon of your character. Then uncover your identity as a Tarnished through a great story
written with a unique art style. 

◆Blunt New Possibilities Perform combos as you slash the enemies with the help of your character's finisher moves. With two buttons you can increase the damage or defense depending on your situation. 

◆Lands Between Story Mode In an arena combat game featuring a unique online cooperative mode, you team up and work together with people from around the world in the process of exploring the Lands Between. 

◆Cross-Platform Development For the first time in a PlayStation®4, PS Vita system, and PC Contents Deleted Version release, Elder Tale is being developed for both platforms at once, allowing for the seamless communication
between console and portable version. 

◆Audioguide (Not Included) 

In addition to the main story, an audioguide is included that includes 20 minutes of original story, voice acting, and original character bios. In order to listen to the audioguide, you must download the application on your
compatible device.

◆Online Downloading Save data can be downloaded through the PlayStation®Store as shown in the image attached here. Save data for each character can be downloaded separately. 

◆Exclusive Content In addition to the standard edition, which includes main story, character creation, and normal difficulty, a special edition will also be available that includes all the contents offered in both package Editions. 

Add-on items will be offered as downloadable content. 

◆Release date Online First Release Date October 2017 

◆Platforms PlayStation®4 system, PlayStation®Vita system, and Windows PC 

◆Summer 2017 

◆Distribution Content notice 

Please download the latest version of the application on your device if possible. A notification will 
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System Requirements:

The GIGABYTE Phantom Gaming x96 SLI Motherboard is designed for gamers with up to three graphics cards. This motherboard supports up to three NVIDIA® GeForce® GTX 1070, GTX 1080 or GTX 1080 Ti graphics cards, and up to
four AMD Radeon RX580, RX Vega 64 or RX Vega 56 graphics cards. The board also supports two NVIDIA® GeForce® GTX 1060 graphics cards. The GIGABYTE Phantom Gaming x96 SLI Motherboard provides gamers with a multi-
channel audio solution with the Ultimate Ears MB3 Pro speakers. Gamers can
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